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We present the results of our study of X-ray pulsar Cen X-3 using XMM-Newton observations.
The light urve and the spetrum for this observations were built and Fe triplet within 6.5 − 7 keV
region was deteted. The geometri model of relativisti aretion disk [4℄ for iron emission lines Fe I
Kα, Fe XXV and Fe XXVI in 6.4− 7.0 keV region was applied. The values of dis inlination, inner
and outer radii of the dis and mass of the entral ompat objet (neutron star) were obtained.
Intensity variations of these lines during orbital motion were also deteted. The largest variation was
deteted for Fe I Kα line, that agrees with the results of other authors [3℄. These results onform
the model in whih Fe I Kα line forms in hot plasma of aretion dis and highly ionized iron lines
form in outer regions of binary system. Probably the most interesting feature of Cen X-3 spetrum
is Fe XXV triplet whih was found by Iaria et al. [7℄ from Chandra data analysis. We did not nd
this triplet in our analysis of XMM-Newton data and explain its absene by the insuient energy
resolution of XMM-Newton instruments.
Introdution
X-ray pulsars are binary systems onsisting of bright massive star and neutron star. The last one
draws a matter from a massive bright star and forms an aretion disk around itself. The aretion
disk emits X-ray radiation within the range of energies from hundreds eV to tens keV. X-ray pulsar
Cen X-3 is a pair of blue giant and neutron star at a distane of 8 kp from the Earth. The mass
of the neutron star is 1.2 M⊙ and mass of the giant is 20 M⊙. This objet was disovered in 1967
with the help of sub-orbital roket. X-ray pulses with period of 4.84 se aused by neutron star
spin were deteted by UHURU satellite [6℄ in 1971. The binary system was optially identied
in [8℄. The binary has elipses with orbital period of 2.09 days. Out of elipse phase the iron
emission line in the spetrum of Cen X-3 is deteted at 6.5 keV [10℄. This soure was observed by
series of dierent modern high-energy telesopes: gamma-satellite INTEGRAL within the range of
16− 60 keV [5℄, ground-based Cherenkov telesope Mark-6 at energies above 400 GeV [1℄ and X-ray
spae observatories Chandra and XMM-Newton within the range of 0.2 − 12 keV. Our goal was to
proess and analyse XMM-Newton data of Cen X-3.
The data
In our investigations we used the data obtained by XMM-Newton satellite on January 27, 2001
during 67 kiloseonds observation. These data are publi available on HEASARC (High Energy
Astrophysis Sienti Arhive Resoures Center) database web-page (http://heasar.gsf.nasa.gov).
XMM-Newton satellite ontains three EPIC ameras (MOS1, MOS2 and PN) that allows us to build
the images, spetra and light urves for X-ray soures. During this observation two ameras, PN
and MOS2, worked in imaging mode, and MOS1 amera worked in the light urve building mode
(Timing mode). During observations in Timing mode time resolution and sensitivity of the amera
inrease, whih is very useful for obtaining spetra and light urves. In this mode it is possible to
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2build only histogram instead of two-dimensional image. For data proessing SAS (Siene Analysis
System) shell ver. 1.52.8 was used.
During this observation, namely in its end, a solar are appeared, whih led to sharp rise of the
light urve during 900 seonds. This time interval was exluded, and the resulting data ontained
66 kiloseonds observation. For this last time interval we obtained an image using the data from
PN amera, whih has the greatest sensitivity and time resolution ompared to other EPIC ameras.
Another reason for hoosing of PN amera is signiant pile-up eet in MOS2 amera. This eet
lies in the following. If two separate photons arrive during the time whih is less than time resolution,
then only one photon is deteted by CCD matrix pixel instead of two and its energy is equal to the
sum of energies of two photons. The inuene of pile-up eet on spetrum is the following: rstly,
ontinuum level inreases at high energies and dereases at low energies; seondly, a part of photons
is lost at all.
Analysis of Light Curve and Spetrum
In paper [10℄ the formula for alulation of Cen X-3 elipses moments was derived taking into
aount the hanges of system orbital period. Using this formula we determined the orbital phase
of Cen X-3 system for the beginning and the end of XMM-Newton observation we onsider. These
phase values are -0.03 and 0.33. Phase 0 orresponds to the mid-elipse and phases ±0.5 orrespond
to the ase when pulsar is in front of the star. The light urve of the observation for PN amera is
presented in Fig. 1. One an see that X-ray ux signiantly inreases during post-elipse phase.
To build the spetrum we selet a irle region from the image with radius equal to 48 arse, thus
the irle touhes the image border. From the spetrum of this region the bakground spetrum was
substrated. The bakground spetrum was taken from the rest part of the image. It is worth to note
that we selet the maximum possible resolution of the instrument, 15 eV, as the energy resolution of
the spetrum. The resulting spetrum was handled by XSPEC software pakage ver. 12.2.
We exluded 0 − 0.2 keV range, beause XMM-Newton is not sensitive in this energy range,
and obtained the spetrum, whih is presented in Fig. 2. This plot was built without taking into
aount any physial models of radiation. We t the ontinuum level by the powerlaw model taking
into aount the photoeletri absorption along the line of sight [2℄ and the iron absorption limit
at 7.2 keV. Following [7℄ we used frozen values for spetral power-law index α = 1.2 and hydrogen
olumn density NH = 1.95 · 10
22
m
−2
. We obtained the values of normalization fator Npo =
(2.91 ± 0.06) · 10−2m−2 s−1keV−1, absorption limit energy Ef = 7.14 ± 0.03 keV and optial depth
τ = 0.22± 3. In 6− 7 keV range of the spetrum one an see 3 iron emission lines. The rst line of
triplet is Kα line, whih is emitted by neutral and low-ionised iron atoms. The seond and the third
lines are formed by helium-like ion Fe XXV and hydrogen-like Fe XXVI orrespondingly. For more
detailed study of these lines we rebuilt the spetrum for 6− 7.5 keV region. We tted emission lines
by Gaussian and Lorentzian proles and found that the rst one is more suitable. We obtained the
entral energies, widths and intensities for all lines and unertainties of these parameters. The iron
emission triplet an be seen in Fig. 3 and parameters of lines are presented in Table 1. In addition to
Gaussian prole we used diskline model desribing relativisti aretion disk [4℄. This model allows
us to estimate the angle between aretion disk and line of sight and the inner and outer radii of the
aretion disk. We found that the sum of diskline and Gaussian proles is needed to aount the
nite width of Kα line due to thermal broadening. We obtained the following inlination angles of the
aretion disk: 60◦ for Kα line and 55◦ for Fe XXV and Fe XXVI lines. The dierene of inlination
angle for K!α line and other lines is due to the fat, that it is formed in the outer atmosphere of the
binary system. Aording to our model the aretion disk has inner radius of 4500 km and outer
radius (by Fe XXV and Fe XXVI lines) of 405000 km. Our results agree within the errors with
previous observations [9℄ aording to whih the inlination angle is equal to 75◦ ± 12◦. The iron
triplet with diskline approximation is presented in Fig. 4.
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3Comparison with other observations and onlusions
Beside XMM-Newton Cen X-3 was observed by other satellites in partiular Chandra [7℄ and
ASCA [3℄. These two satellites obtained Cen X-3 spetra in whih iron lines in 6−7 keV region were
deteted. We ompared iron lines parameters from these observations with our results.
Chandra observed Cen X-3 on Deember 30, 2000 during of 48 kiloseoonds at orbital phases of
0.13 − 0.40. Chandra group determined the equivalet width of Kα line and ompared it with the
results of [3℄ and [11℄. We ompared our Kα line parameters with Chandra data during post-elipse
phase whih partially orresponds to XMM-Newton time of observations. The entral energies of the
line are the same for both satellites. Line intensity for XMM-Newton data is less than for Chandra:
(0.89±0.06)·10−3m−2s−1 and (1.18±0.19)·10−3m−2s−1 orrespondingly. This dierene lies within
the errors and is negligible. Aording to [7℄ Kα line width is equal to 11.5±4.5 eV, whih is 5 times
less than for XMM-Newton observation. We xed Kα line width at 11 eV and obtained inreasing
of the χ2/d.o.f. value from 1.0126 to 1.2463 and orresponding F-statistis F = 66. This means
that models with 11 keV and 52 keV are similar with probability of 10−14. Thus we onluded that
for XMM-Newton observation intrinsi line width is signiantly larger and this eet an not be
explained by the dierenes in energy resolution of XMM-Newton and Chandra detetors. Chandra
observed Cen X-3 when it was in outburst state while the time of XMM-Newton observation (4
week later) orresponds to quiesent state of system. Thus the dierenes in X-ray emission an
be explained by the dierent states of Cen X-3. The values of ontinuum level and power-law
normalization fator for XMM-Newton data is 19 times less that also agrees with quiesent state.
It is learly seen from the light urve that the soure brightness varies signiantly with the orbital
phase. We onsidered the hanges of the intensity of iron lines with phase. This eet was disussed
at rst time in [3℄. The authors examined the hanges of Cen X-3 iron lines using ASCA X-ray
satellite. This satellite observed Cen X-3 during June 24− 25, 1993 at the following orbital phases:
−0.31/− 0.27 (pre-elipse), −0.23/− 0.08 (ingress), −0.07/0.12 (elipse), 0.14/0.19 (egress). XMM-
Newton observation interval orresponds to a part of ASCA elipse interval and the whole egress
interval. For these two phase intervals we built the soure spetra from XMM-Newton observation
and found the parameters of iron lines (see Table 1). We ompared parameters of iron lines for XMM-
Newton and ASCA in elipse and egress phases. Taking into aount the dierene of eetive areas
of satellites detetors we found that ontinuum levels within 6.5 keV region are equal. Intensities of
all lines from XMM-Newton observation oinides with ASCA data within errors. We onrmed the
orbital variations of iron lines. Positions of the lines also oinide within errors. When omparing
the equivalent widths of the lines we revealed the following. During elipse phase Fe XXVI line is two
times broader for XMM-Newton than for ASCA, but two other lines oinide within errors. During
egress phase all lines from XMM-Newton observation have 1.5 times larger width than from ASCA.
These dierenes depend on the features of Cen X-3 aretion state at the time of ASCA observation
(June 24− 25, 1993).
Therefore the main omparison results are the onrmation of orbital variations, identied by
the group of Japanese satellite ASCA [3℄ and quantitative onformity of lines parameters, namely
positions and intensities.
In [7℄ the disovery of Fe XXV triplet instead of single line was reported. The omponents of
triplet were interpreted as forbidden transition, interombination and resonane lines. In XMM-
Newton spetrum we an see only single Fe XXV line with the parameters given in Table 1. This
gives us an evidene that Fe XXV triplet ould be resolved only at high state of binary system.
Also we found Fe XXVI line at 6.9 keV, whih was observed by ASCA group but is absent in objet
spetrum from Chandra. We found that lines parameters, namely their orbital variations, position
and intensity, obtained from ASCA and XMM-Newton observations oinide. In [7℄ the authors
explained the lak of Fe XXVI line by the stellar wind dereasing. Taking into aount high state
of Cen X-3 during Chandra observation we onlude that stellar wind rate is not the ruial fator
that aets X-ray luminosity of the system.
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4Table 1: Parameters of Cen X-3 spetrum. Parameters in olumns 2 and 3 − 5 were obtained for the whole energy
interval (0.2 − 12 keV) and 5 − 8 keV interval orrespondingly. Normalization parameter is measured in units of
10
−5
m
−2
s
−1
keV
−1
for iron emission lines and in 10
−3
m
−2
s
−1
keV
−1
for power-law model for the whole spetrum.
Parameter Full XMM observation Chandra egress ASCA elipse ASCA egress
Norm 29.1± 5.6 43.0± 0.4 6.5± 0.3 34.0± 7.6
Line energy (Kα) 6386± 5 6394± 3 6377± 15 6397± 7
Sigma 36± 15 52± 5 76± 21 49± 15
Norm 49± 7 89± 6 11± 4 60± 10
Line energy (Fe XXV) 6654± 5 6668± 3 6655± 5 6666± 6
Sigma 46± 14 46± 8 45± 14 44± 17
Norm 53± 7 78± 6 24± 3 65± 10
Line energy (Fe XXVI) 6945± 7 6969± 3 6941± 5 6966± 7
Sigma 43± 19 53± 8 37± 13 56± 15
Norm 37± 7 61± 5 21± 3 52± 9
Redued χ2 1.0184 1.0126 0.9115 1.0851
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5Figure 1: Light urve of Cen X-3 for XMM-Newton observation. Time ounts from January 1, 1998.
Figure 2: Cen X-3 spetrum from XMM-Newton.
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6Figure 3: Iron emission lines tted by Gaussian model.
Figure 4: Iron emission lines tted by diskline model.
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